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CAPACITY BUILDING
GRANTS

STRENGTHENING
ORGANIZATIONS THAT DRIVE
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
Wisconsin’s Capacity Building Grant Program is designed to
further the Wisconsin Economic Development Corporation’s
efforts to foster an advanced economic development network
within the state of Wisconsin.

ELIGIBLE PROJECTS
The amount of funding per project will generally be up to $50,000,
with matching required. Funds may be used for activities including:
• Local or regional assessments of the economic
competitiveness of the area (e.g., workforce,
infrastructure, sustainability) that will result in a thirdparty certification
• Initiatives that will assist or enhance an organization’s
ability to develop or deliver economic development
programming that helps to identify or address issues or
challenges of an area or the state.
• Implementation or replication of successful pilot
programs or economic development best practices
• Delivery of resources and services to Wisconsin
entrepreneurs through the Entrepreneurship Support
pilot

FACTORS CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING
GRANT AWARDS
•

The likelihood that the proposed effort will result in longterm benefits to the organization, its members, the
region or state, or its clients
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APPLYING FOR A CAPACITY
BUILDING GRANT
For more information about the
Capacity Building (CB) Grant
Program, contact a Wisconsin
Economic Development Corporation
(WEDC) regional economic
development director or call 855INWIBIZ toll-free.
You can find the list of regional
directors and territories covered at
wedc.org/regional.
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The degree to which the organization can influence state or regional economic conditions (e.g., number
of localities served, geography, membership size)
The extent to which the problem has been approached through regional collaboration with other
economic development groups and other local jurisdictions
The extent to which the project will provide impact to smaller communities/rural areas of Wisconsin
The financial need demonstrated by the applicant
The extent to which the proposed effort can be replicated throughout Wisconsin
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